The Orion™ platform from
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enables same-day 21-plex fluorescence

Tissue consists of heterogenous cell types, each with diverse functions and
functional states, arranged spatially in a way that impacts patient health status.
Resolving this complexity at the subcellular level has historically been challenged
by fluorescence overlap, a limited number of targets that can be simultaneously
assessed, and low throughput. Orion technology breaks these barriers, providing
rapid, straightforward, highly multiplexed whole slide tissue analysis. The recently
announced Orion platform rapidly generates high resolution images in up to 21
channels to enable comprehensive phenotypic profiling and characterization of
tissue architecture including micro-anatomy, analysis of tumor heterogeneity and
the complex tissue microenvironment.
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Figure 2. Characterization
of tissue architecture with
simultaneous display of
tonsil B-cell follicles
(CD20), blood vessels
(SMA and CD31) and
venules (CD31 only), and
crypt lining (Pan-CK and
E-Cadherin). Merge:
CD31 (green), CD20
(white), SMA (red), ECadherin (magenta), PanCK (cyan). Single channel
images shown in
grayscale. Scale bars
represent 100 µm.
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Figure 3. Characterization of B-cell (CD20) proliferation in tonsil follicle germinal centers visualized with both Ki67 and
PCNA indicating response to a foreign antigen. PCNA activity is polarized within the germinal center consistent with
areas of intense B-cell proliferation found in dark zones of mature germinal centers. See also Figure 4 where PD-1
signal (yellow) is seen on the opposite side of the follicle. Merge: Ki67 (green), CD45 (white), PCNA (red), CD20
(blue). Single channel images shown in grayscale. Scale bars represent 100 µm.
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Figure 1A. The Orion workflow consists of mounting an FFPE-fixed tissue section onto a standard microscope
slide, staining with TissuePlex Reagents to examine up to 21 biomarkers, imaging on an Orion Instrument, and
analysis with CyteHub and third-party image analysis software. B. A 20-biomarker whole-slide scan of tonsil
tissue, acquired in a single-scan on the Orion Instrument. Pan-CK (cyan), CD31 (green), SMA (red), E-Cadherin
(magenta), and CD20 (blue). Scale bar represents 1 mm. ROI #1 is described further in Figures 2-4, ROI #2 is
described further in Figure 5, and ROI #3 is described further in Figure 6.

Figure 6. CD4 and CD8
markers are expressed in
non-overlapping subsets
of T-cells. Regulatory Tcells (T-reg) are
characterized by FOXP3
expression, which is
observed only in CD4+
cells, and is localized to
the nucleus. Merge: CD8a
(green), CD4 (red), and
FOXP3 (blue). Single
channel images shown in
grayscale. Scale bars
represent 20 µm.
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Figure 5. Three distinct PD-L1 expression levels were observed depending on location within tissue sub-regions.
High PD-L1 is seen in crypt lining; a moderate amount of PD-L1 expression is seen on follicular macrophages
(CD68+ cells), and a low-level of PD-L1 is observed in the inter-follicular area. Merge: PD-L1 (green), PD-1 (yellow),
SYTOX Blue (white), CD68 (red), CD20 (blue). Single channel PD-L1 image shown in grayscale. Scale bar
represents 100 µm.

METHODS
FFPE tissue samples were stained with a 20-plex TissuePlex™ panel and whole
slides were imaged on the Orion Instrument. Resulting datasets were reviewed
by a pathologist to verify staining specificity. The TissuePlex core panel includes
SYTOX™ Blue stain and antibodies against PCNA, CD20, SMA, CD31, CD68,
CD45, CD4, FOXP3, CD8A, CD11B, PD-L1, CD11C, CD163, E-Cadherin, PD-1,
Ki67, CD3d, CD45RO, and pan-cytokeratin (Pan-CK). The TissuePlex core panel
was validated against single marker IHC.
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Figure 4. Organization of immune checkpoint markers in
the tonsil. Localization of PD-L1 expression can be seen
in cells lining the tonsillar crypts, and large regions of
CD3d-expressing T-cells outside of the B-cell-rich (CD20)
follicle. PD-1 expression is observed in the follicle.
Macrophages (CD68) are seen throughout multiple
regions. Merge: PD-L1 (green), PD-1 (yellow), SYTOX
Blue (white), CD68 (red), CD3d (magenta), CD20 (blue).
Single channel images shown in grayscale. Scale bars
represent 100 µm.
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Figure 7. Representative single-channel IHC comparisons on tonsil tissue demonstrate expected
localization patterns and signal specificity in the TissuePlex staining panel. A 20-plex Orion data set
was compared to 20 single serial section single-plex IHC. SMA is shown in magenta with SYTOX Blue
shown in cyan to facilitate architectural comparison to IHC. Likewise, CD11c is shown in red with
SYTOX Blue shown in grayscale. Scale bars represent 200 µm.
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Here we demonstrate 20-plex whole-slide high-resolution imaging with the novel
Orion spatial biology platform that is capable of imaging up to 21 biomarkers. The
workflow uses standard microscopy slides, a single-staining protocol with TissuePlex
Reagents, and a single-scan image acquisition process that provides results in hours,
not days. Comparison of individual Orion fluorescence channels against the gold
standard IHC showed qualitatively similar localization patterns. The Orion platform
enables rapid and deep phenotypic characterization of tissue samples.
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